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QUESTION 1

Most commands on Linux can display information on their usage. How can this information typically be displayed? 

A. By running the command with the option /? or /??. 

B. By running the command with the option ?! or ?=!. 

C. By running the command with the option /doc or /documentation. 

D. By running the command with the option -h or --help. 

E. By running the command with the option -m or --manpage. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

How is a new Linux computing instance provisioned in an laaS cloud? 

A. The standard Linux installer has to be run through a remote console. 

B. After buying a Linux distribution, its vendor delivers it to a cloud instance. 

C. The installation has to be prepared in a local virtual machine which is then copied to the cloud. 

D. The cloud hosting organization provides a set of pre-prepared images of popular Linux distributions. 

E. A provider-specific configuration file describing the desired installation is uploaded to the cloud provider. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

What happens to a file residing outside the home directory when the file owner\\'s account is deleted? (Choose two.) 

A. During a file system check, the file is moved to /lost +found. 

B. The file is removed from the file system. 

C. The UID of the former owner is shown when listing the file\\'s details. 

D. The user root is set as the new owner of the file. 

E. Ownership and permissions of the file remain unchanged. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4
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Where is the operating system of a Raspberry Pi stored? 

A. On the master device attached to the Raspberry Pi\\'s IDE bus. 

B. On a read only partition on the Raspberry Pi\\'s firmware, next to the BIOS. 

C. On a removable SD card which is put into the Raspberry Pi. 

D. On a Linux extension module connected to the Raspberry Pi\\'s GPIO pins. 

E. On rewritable flash storage which is built into the Raspberry Pi. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following types of bus can connect hard disk drives with the motherboard? 

A. The RAM bus 

B. The NUMA bus 

C. The CPU bus 

D. The SATA bus 

E. The Auto bus 

Correct Answer: D 
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